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The study was conducted to investigate factors affecting the work motivation of 
nurses working at University Medical Center.  The study also examined the correlation 
between factors that might affect work motivation such as demographic characteristics 
(age, gender, job position, work unit, educational level, etc.).  Determination of the 
importance of motivational factors is essential for managers and would help them 
develop appropriate solutions to enhance motivation for nurses. 
A descriptive cross-sectional design was used.  One hundred and forty (N = 140) 
nurses working at University Medical Center participated in answering a questionnaire to 
determine the importance of motivational factors.  In addition, the reliability of the 
questionnaire was calculated and determined to be suitable for application in this study. 
The results of the data analysis showed the importance of motivational factors. 
Motivational factors that played key roles in promoting nurses at UMC to successfully 
complete their work were work safety, salary, and working conditions.  Other factors 
such as appropriate work which promote professional expertise, relationship with 
colleagues, attention of leaders in life of employees, being proactive in work, and 




This study provided information for managers regarding what needs should be 
prioritized in developing strategies that encourage nurses’ motivation and satisfaction in 
the work setting. 
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Background and Significance of Problem 
According to its Latin origin, the term "motivation" means “stimulate.”  
Specifically, motivation is a behavior that cannot be observed directly.  It is a 
combination of several behavioral aspects: the justification for the behavior, the purpose 
for the behavior, and the appropriate consuming energy (Pakdel, 2013).  Additionally, 
according to the Business Dictionary (2018), motivation includes all the factors that 
stimulate desire and energy in people to focus on accomplishing a specific task or role 
and attempting to achieve a certain goal.  The document Motivation and Health Service 
Performance by Peter Hornby and Elizabeth Sydney (1988) was published on the website 
of the World Health Organization (WHO).  In this document, work motivation was 
mentioned as a force that drives employees toward attaining specific goals and objectives 
of the organization.  Consequently, the concern was how motivation affected an 
organization’s performance.  In a Ph.D. thesis, "Completing the system of motivational 
tools for civil servants in state administrative agencies," Lan (2015) not only referred to 
motivation as a manifestation of energy and flexibility but also described it as a factor 
that directly influenced organizational success.   
To further clarify the meaning of motivation, research on the "Impact of 
Employee Motivation on Work Performance" was conducted to create an outline for 





the importance of employee motivation in enhancing organizational performance.  To 
analyze this issue, the article proposed two research hypotheses: H1—Motivation of 
employees plays the dominant role over the business performance of an organization and 
H01—Employee motivation is only a factor in the larger issue of productivity.  In 
conclusion, motivation positively affected employees to achieve their goals and bring 
about success as expected for various organizations.  Based on employees’ motivation, 
managers would develop strategies to guide their employees towards the organization's 
overall goals. In other words, the organization’s objectives and the staff’s expectation 
should converge in common, which means that managers must create motivation to direct 
the needs and desires of employees to the organization’s goal (Datuk, 2018). 
In fact, human resources are the most important resource, having the greatest 
impact on the success of an organization (Borkowski & Rosak-Szyrocka, 2010, 2012). 
Managers must understand what motivates their employees and make appropriate plans 
to increase employee motivation.  As a result, productivity and operational efficiency of 
the organization will be improved (Datta & Datta, 2013).  In the medical field, nurses 
represent the largest category of health worker and provide 80% of direct patient care 
(WHO, 2016a).  Additionally, nursing is a difficult job that requires love and passion 
because all actions of a nurse can affect a patient’s life.  Therefore, lack of work 
motivation could have a negative effect on patient safety (Heroabadi & Marbaghi, 1996). 
Further research also noted nurses have a direct impact on the quality of care and safety 
of patients (Aiken et al., 2012).  However, due to work pressures, nurses are more likely 
to be stressed and have reduced motivation, which could lead to poor performance and 





Additionally, according to the HRH Global Resource Center (2018), motivation 
retains workers at their jobs over time, which will reduce costs to the health system 
related to recruiting, hiring, and training new workers. Furthermore, the negative effects 
of poor motivation on the health facilities and health system is also mentioned, in which 
the most important impacts are the shortage of medical human resource and the 
imbalance in the distribution of health workforce (HRH Global Resource Center, 2018). 
Therefore, learning about the motivation of health staff could help health managers have 
an overview of employees’ desires and needs.  From there, they could offer solutions to 
encourage, motivate and improve employee performance, which might indirectly 
improve quality in health care.  
Vietnamese Context 
Vietnam's health system is managed and operated according to four 
administrative levels: national (Ministry of Health), provincial (Department of Health), 
district (health centers), and commune (commune health station [CHS]).  Based on that 
management decentralization, national public hospitals are under the direct management 
of the Ministry of Health—similar to provincial, district, and community hospitals that 
are in turn subject to Department of Health management, health centers, and CHS. 
According to the WHO report (2016b), in Vietnam, about 400,000 health workers serve 
more than 90 million people.  Among them, the number of nurses accounted for about 
25%, meaning only about 100,000 nurses were working in public health facilities (WHO, 
2016b).  It can be seen that nursing in Vietnam is under great pressure to meet the 





Lan (2015) published a report on the motivation of state employees on the 
National Academy of Public Administration’s website in 2015.  The author described 
motivation as an extremely complex issue.  The complexity lies in the fierce competition 
that draws human resources to private organizations.  Considering all the factors related 
to human resource management and motivational strategies, private organizations seem 
to be more attractive and effective comparison to public institutions, causing a “drain of 
employees.”  This drain of employees is of great concern for managers in the public 
sector because it not only affects the quality of operations in the organization but also 
wastes time and increases costs for recruitment and staff training. 
Research Context: Nurses Working at  
University Medical Center 
University Medical Center (UMC) is a public hospital under the direct 
management of the Ministry of Health.  With 24 years of establishment and development, 
UMC is a prestigious institution treating millions of patients.  Every year, UMC receives 
an average of nearly three million visits (about 8,000 people per day), inpatient treatment 
of 70,000 people (about 200 people per day), and about 30,000 surgical cases.  It could be 
seen that UMC as a large medical center is recognized and trusted.  Although the number 
of patients receiving inpatient and outpatient treatment is very large, UMC has only about 
900 nurses to meet the healthcare needs of all patients, which means a nurse must take 
care of 9 to 10 patients a day.  According to 2018 statistics, 914 nurses work at UMC; of 
the 914 nurses, 629 nurses were under 30-years-old (accounting for about 68.8%). 
Although young employees are active and enthusiastic, they also lose their motivation to 





factors is essential for managers and would help them develop appropriate solutions to 
enhance motivation for nurses.  
However, at the present time, no research has determined the importance of 
factors affecting employees' work motivation in Vietnam.  Therefore, this study was 
conducted to investigate factors affecting the work motivation of nurses working at 
UMC.  At the same time, the study also examined the correlation among factors that 
might affect work motivation such as demographic characteristics (age, gender, job 
position, work unit, educational level, length of time in the position, etc.). 
Theoretical Framework: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
It is difficult to assess and identify the needs of employees in particular and 
people in general because each person is an independent individual with a different 
personality and circumstances. Sometimes, people do not know their own desires.  Even 
if they know, they might not express them.  For that reason, a review of motivation 
theory was necessary before this researcher could choose a strategy for studying 
motivation (Ozguner, 2014).  
Motivation has always been a special concern for human society, especially for 
researchers.  Many published documents confirmed the concepts of motivation have been 
considered since ancient Greece and this concept continues to be mentioned and 
developed up to the present (Behnaz, 2013).  Based on the concept of motivation, 
motivational theories began to be formed and developed in the mid-1900s by Abraham 
Harold Maslow and Frederick Herzberg who published two theories: the hierarchy of 





only important because they are the foundation for the development of contemporary 
theories but also because many researchers still apply them to motivational studies.  
In 1943, Maslow (cited in Munyaradzi, 2016) published the concept of a 
hierarchy of needs and motivation.  According to Maslow’s theory, the hierarchy of 
needs is comprised of a five-tier model of human needs, described as hierarchical levels 
within a pyramid.  From the bottom of the hierarchy upwards, the needs are 
physiological, safety, love and belonging (social needs), esteem and self-actualization. 
Based on Maslow’s arguments, needs lower on Maslow's pyramid must be satisfied 
before individuals can attend to needs higher up.  The lowest level indicates the most 
basic needs while the more complex needs are located at the upper layer of the pyramid. 
In Maslow’s theory, physiological needs are basic physical requirements vital to survival: 
oxygen, food, water, warmth, shelter, etc.  Maslow proposed that these needs are 
compulsory and the other needs cannot occur until basic physical requirements are met. 
Moving to the next level, safety needs include the desires for safety and security: steady 
employment, health care, a safe neighborhood, financial security, surrounding living 
environment, etc.  Once people meet the most basic needs to maintain life, they will have 
more complex needs to control the order of life.  After physiological and safety needs 
have been fulfilled, the third level of human needs is love and belonging needs including 
needs for belonging, love, and commitment.  Specifically, after basic life needs and the 
feeling of security are satisfied, people will want to maintain social relationships.  They 
want to love, be loved, and be accepted in interpersonal relationships: family, friendship, 
love, colleague relationship, etc.  When all needs above are met, esteem needs will begin 





achievement, talent, self-confidence, etc.) and the desire for reputation or respect from 
others.  At this point, people have a need to gain the respect and appreciation of others. 
People often try to do something and expect their efforts to be recognized.  Once they 
receive respect from others, they feel more confidence and self-esteem and are satisfied. 
Finally, the highest level of needs is self-actualization, in which people are self-aware, 
concerned with personal growth, and interested in fulfilling their potential.  In other 
words, people have a need to develop their personal abilities and improve themselves 
(Tezcan, Sibel, & Emine, 2017).  However, Maslow (1954) asserted the needs at lower 
levels did not necessarily need to be met 100% before other higher-level needs could 
occur.  He suggested that based on theoretical considerations, it was enough to satisfy 
85% of the physiological needs, 70% of the safety needs, 50% of the love and belonging 
needs, 40% of the esteem needs and 10% of the self-actualization needs (Maslow, 1954).  
Assumptions 
Maslow's theory has been applied in many motivational studies.  However, the 
application of any theoretical framework needs to be carefully considered because there 
might be differences related to the particular occupational, language, and cultural 
characteristics of each setting.  In a dissertation published in 2015 by Lan, motivational 
factors, considered motivational tools, were analyzed very clearly and specifically.  
Based on the classification stated in the dissertation, motivational tools are divided into 
two groups: material groups (salaries, bonuses, and remuneration policies) and spiritual 
groups (recognition of capacity, development opportunities, and promotion). 
Additionally, Lane also argued that the "capacity recognition" tool is a central tool 





application of other considerations such as salary, opportunities for training, and 
development or promotion.  For example, a qualified employee could be offered rewards, 
salary increases, or consideration for professional development or even promotion. 
Furthermore, Lan also made the point that it is important to emphasize the link between 
tools because abuse of any tool could cause negative reactions from employees.  When 
comparing the argument of this dissertation and the content of the theory (Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs), many similarities can be seen.  Firstly, motivational factors or 
motivational tools include salary, policy, work environment, work relationships, capacity 
recognition, promotion opportunities, etc. Secondly, all three suggest the salary factor, 
which is an example of low-level of needs, is not the first and only solution to boost 
employees' work motivation.  Finally, in order to improve the motivation of employees, 
organizations need to consider all motivational factors. 
University Medical Center is a large hospital with nearly 900 nurses, each of 
whom is a separate individual with a different personality and circumstances.  Therefore, 
understanding the importance of motivational factors would help managers devise 
strategies to motivate employees.  The literature supported that all motivational factors 
play an important role in promoting employees.  The purpose of this study was to identify 
motivational factors according to Maslow’s hierarchy (1954).  The research question was 













This study was conducted to understand factors affecting the work motivation of 
nurses working at UMC.  For more understanding of the field of nursing motivation, a 
search for literature was conducted using reliable databases such as Cumulative Index 
Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), PubMed, PsychINFO, ResearchGate 
and SocINDEX using the keywords "motivation" and "nursing." 
Nursing Motivation 
The process of developing motivational theories is described in detail in the 
article, "Introduction to special topic forum: The future of work motivation theory" by 
Steers, Mowday, and Shapiro (2004).  According to Steers et al., people have been 
inspired to learn about motivation since ancient Greece.  In this era, three components—
the body's desires, pleasures, and pains (senses and efforts of will and spirit) arranged in 
hierarchical order—are considered the first theoretical basis of motivational activities. 
Specifically, the concept of hedonism has been seen as the main driving force in human 
behavior.  Individuals have always sought pleasure and pain.  In the 17th and 18th 
centuries, this principle was greatly adjusted and developed in a philosophical direction 
by philosophers such as Locke, Bentham, Mill and Helvetius (Steers et al., 2004).  By the 
end of the 19th century, motivation began to be considered in terms of psychological 





late 1960s and early 1970s were described as the golden age of motivational theories 
when there were many great advances in research and learning about work motivation. 
Since then, countless studies of work motivation have been conducted and analyzed in 
many different fields (Steers et al., 2004).  In recent years, many articles have discussed 
health worker motivation (Joanna, 2014, 2015; Kofi, Odoom, & Opoku, 2016; Thu, 
Wilson, & McDonald, 2015).  The motivation of the health worker was demonstrated to 
improve the relationship between the members of the healthcare team and patients, 
increase cohesion between employees, and increase collaboration between the 
organization and staff (Joanna, 2014, 2015; Kofi et al., 2016). 
Because of the important role of work motivation in employee’s performance and 
the positive results for the organizational operation, motivation of medical and nursing 
staff has become the concern of researchers working in the field of health care.  In a 
literature review (Toode, Routasalo, & Suominen, 2010) related to work motivation of 
nurses by using the combined keywords nurs* AND work AND motiv* together, the 
search yielded 1,988 hits: 1,564 from CINAHL, 25 from PubMed, 270 from PsychINFO, 
and 129 from SocINDEX.  Also in 2010, a thorough review of the research literature was 
conducted to describe the work motivation of nurses from the perspective of nursing staff 
(Kristi, Pirkko, & Tarja, 2010).  In this review, four databases were used: Cumulative 
Index Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), PubMed, PsychINFO, and 
SocINDEX; six selection criteria included (a) published between 1990 and 2009, (b) 
written in English, (c) related to work motivation, (d) conducted on nursing staffs, (e) 
were empirical research, and (e) clearly and explicitly provided research results about 





selected 24 studies.  As a result of this review, five categories of factors affecting nurses’ 
work motivation were given: (a) work-place characteristics, (b) working conditions, (c) 
personal characteristics, (d) individual priorities, and (e) internal psychological states 
(Kristi et al., 2010).  
Another review related to the work motivation of nurses and factors affecting it 
was conducted by Balionn, Banjar, and Banakhar (2018).  Similar to the above review, 
the purpose of this review was also to examine nurses’ work motivation and factors 
affecting it.  In this review, the authors used six different databases (Cochrane library, 
MEDLINE, PubMed, Science Direct, CINAHL, ProQuest and Ovid) for research 
published between 2011 and 2017.  Based on the results of this review, Balionn et al. 
concluded that nurses’ work motivation was affected by personal factors (age, gender, 
social status, educational qualifications, managerial position/authority, and years of 
experience) as well as organizational factors (empowerment, autonomy, engagement, 
supervision and management, supportive relationships and communication, nature of 
work, career development, professional training and learning opportunity, contingent 
rewards, pay and financial benefits, promotion opportunities, equity and organizational 
justice, and working conditions). 
In 2010, a study was conducted to examine how specific motivational factors 
impacted health workers at Nicosia General Hospital (Lambrou, Kontodimopoulos, & 
Niakas, 2010).  In this research, the authors used a questionnaire developed for measuring 
motivation based on Maslow’s (1954) and Herzberg’s (1987) theories.  This instrument 
consisted of 19 items that were grouped under four work–related motivators: job 





analysis, the authors stated the impact level of motivational factors was ranked from high 
to low corresponding to the mean scores for the overall sample as follows: achievements 
(4.18), remuneration (3.65), co-workers (3.59), and job attributes (3.37).  The authors 
also discussed the scores for these factors.  Specifically, for the first factor (achievement; 
also known as intrinsic motivators including pride, appreciation, respect, and social 
acceptance), there was no statistically significant difference between the two groups 
studied: doctors and nurses.  At the same time, this factor was also ranked as the strongest 
on the overall results.  Regarding the remuneration factor, which encompassed extrinsic 
motivators such as salary, benefits, pension, and vacation schemes, significant differences 
were found among gender, profession, and sector.  For example, female nurses were 
affected by the remuneration factor more than male nurses (p = .02), and doctors working 
at Accident and Emergency (A+E) outpatient were more affected by this factor than 
doctors in other workplaces (p = .014).  The co-workers factor, defined as a relationship 
with superiors and colleagues, was ranked third.  The results showed no statistically 
significant difference between the sample groups.  However, it seemed this factor had 
more impact on health workers working in A + E outpatient/surgical sectors and nurses 
over 55 years of age/nurses in management positions.  The final factor was job attributes 
including intrinsic motivators such as decision-making, creativity, and skill exploitation.  
The results showed a statistically significant difference between nurses in 
management roles and other nurses (p = .049).  Lambrou et al. (2010) further discussed 
the relationship between the ranking results of these factors and Maslow's (1954) 
hierarchy of needs and Herzberg's (1987) two-factors theory.  Specifically, based on 





most basic needs.  The lowest level of need and co-worker could be linked to social 
deeds, the third level of need.  Meanwhile, job attributes was determined to be equivalent 
to esteem needs and achievements and had an apparent association with self-actualization 
needs. Moving to the Herzberg’s arguments, remuneration and co-worker belonged to the 
hygiene factors which had no role in promoting motivation.  Besides that, job attributes 
and achievements are motivational factors because they create satisfaction by fulfilling an 
individual’s higher needs.  However, the authors stated the link between these factors 
presented in their paper and the above-mentioned theories needed to be analyzed further 
to have more clear evidence.  In addition, the results showed remuneration had 
statistically significant differences with gender, working area, and job position and the 
level of job satisfaction varied by age and job position (Lambrou et al., 2010). 
With the same purpose of exploring and describing factors affecting work 
motivation, a cross–sectional, descriptive study was conducted on 300 Nurses in Jeddah, 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA; Alhakami & Baker, 2018).  In this study, the authors 
applied a stratified proportionate random sampling technique and used the Motivation at 
Work Questionnaire (MWQ; Barreto, Vasconcelos, & Santos, 2018).  The MWQ 
included five sections that were used in collecting data (Alhakami & Baker, 2018).  In 
conclusion, the authors claimed the nurses’ work motivations in Jeddah were affected by 
personal and organizational factors.  This conclusion was summarized based on the 
analysis of the collected data.  
In particular, most research participants had a high positive perception of the 
value of work and the level of individual influence on work (Alhakami & Baker, 2018).  





characteristics.  On the other hand, the majority of nurses had a fair level of happiness in 
their job and life with 11% reporting they were “very happy” and 79% as “fairly happy.”  
However, they also had a high level of self-rated anxiety that negatively affected their 
work motivation.  Related to the organizational factors, some nurses reported the need to 
have flexible working hours (43.7%) and the ability to change shifts with other 
colleagues (23.7%; Alhakami & Baker, 2018). 
In Vietnam, work motivation of medical staff is also getting much attention from 
researchers.  Among the first studies on the motivation of health workers in Vietnam, a 
study was conducted in 2003 to identify the main motivating factors of health workers in 
two northern provinces in Vietnam (Dieleman, Cuong, Anh, & Martineau, 2003).  The 
main elements of this study included Herzberg's (1987) two-factor theory, which was 
described as the basis of their research design, the Human Resources Management Tool, 
and feedback from the community.  With regard to research methods, this was an 
exploratory, qualitative research and research data were collected not only on health 
workers but also on managers and some representatives of the community.  After 
analyzing the data, the researchers concluded work motivation was affected by financial 
and non-financial policies.  On the one hand, the main factors that motivated health 
workers were recognition and respect of superiors, colleagues, and the community; good 
work; stable income; and training.  On the other hand, low salaries and difficult working 
conditions were frustrating factors for employees.  Finally, the authors concluded that 
health workers thought supervision was a control rather than a way to recognize staff’s 





programs.  As a result, all non-financial incentives should be carefully considered before 
incorporating them into Human Resource Management strategies (Dieleman et al., 2003). 
In 2011, Truong Minh Duc conducted a study that used Maslow’s theory to 
examine work motivation.  Specifically, in this model, work motivation was the 
dependent variable and the five factors affecting employee motivation were independent 
variables. These five factors, or variables, were the five levels of demand in Maslow’s 
theory: physiological needs (NC), safety needs (AT), love and belonging needs (QH), 
esteem needs (TTR), and self-actualization needs (TH).  In these five major variables, 
there was a total of 16 sub-variables to observe (Duc, 2011).  
To apply the above model in assessing factors affecting employees' work 
motivation, Duc (2011) performed the following five basic steps: verified factors and 
scales; tested hypotheses about the relevance of the model; checked the phenomenon of 
multicollinearity; tested the independence of errors, and determined regression 
coefficients of independent variables in the model.  After calculating, analyzing, and 
comparing to the model given according to the initial hypothesis, the final research model 
had 16 sub-variables divided into three groups of factors: X1, X2, and X3.  Factor X1 
represented the basic need to survive through six observed variables: NC1, NC2, NC3, 
AT3, QH1, and TTR1. This factor had a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .905 and all 
observed variables had a corrected item (total correlation was greater than 0.3), which 
meant the variables in Factor X1 were highly consistent.  Factor X2 demonstrated the 
need to ensure safety at work and needs were encouraged to motivate through three 
observed variables: AT1, AT2, and TTR3.  This factor had a Cronbach’s alpha 





greater than .3), which meant the variables in Factor X2 were highly consistent.  Factor 
X3 expressed the need for social communication and capacity expression through seven 
observed variables: QH2, QH3, TTR2, TH1, TH2, TH3, and TH4.  This factor had a 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .863 and the observed variables had a corrected item 
(total correlation was greater than .3), which meant the variables in Factor X3 were 
highly consistent.  Regarding the relevance of the model, Duc (2011) used a regression 
model and coefficient determination of R2; the calculation result was R2a = 0.91.  This 
showed that Factors X1, X2, and X3 explained 91% of the variation of the dependent 
variable (work motivation).  In addition, the author examined the phenomenon of 
multicollinearity and confirmed the variables in the model were independent.  In 
summary, the author produced a questionnaire with a model of factors affecting work 







Table 1  
Factors Affecting Work Motivation  
 
Independent Variables Sub-Variables Number of 
Questions 
X1: Basic Needs Salary 6 
 Increased Income  
 Attention of leaders in the material life of 
employees 
 
 Working conditions   
 Relationship with colleagues  
 Current position in the organization  
   
X2: Needs for safety 
and encouragement 
Work Safety                                                                               
Work Pressure                                                                           
3
 Encouragement of leaders for employees  
   
X3: Needs for social 
communication and 
ability performance 
Relationship with leader 
Relationship with customers 
Recognition of individual contributions 
7 
 Be proactive in work  
 Learning opportunities  
 Promotion opportunities  
 Appropriate work which can promote 
professional expertise 
 
 Be proactive in work  
Source: Duc (2011) 
 
In 2014, another study was conducted to establish a framework for determining 
key factors affecting work motivation of government employees in Vietnam (Loc & 
Nghi, 2014).  In this analysis, findings of domestic and foreign studies were included. 
Based on the content of Maslow’s theory (1954) and Nevis’s theory (1983), the authors 
made appropriate adjustments and additions to suit the context of Vietnamese employees. 
To come up with factors that affected employees' motivation at state organizations, the 
authors began by analyzing the application of Maslow theory for Southeast Asian 





found the motivational factors to be applicable.  However, among those studies, the 
authors paid special attention to Gambrel and Cianci’s study in 2003. As mentioned, 
Maslow's theory model has been developed based on the research base of businesses in 
the United States.  Therefore, Gambrel and Cianci’s study was conducted to answer the 
question of whether Maslow's theory could be applied in other countries.  According to 
their analysis, the application of motivational theory must consider the culture where it is 
applied; in particular, individualist countries such as the United States will have factors 
that motivate work differently from countries with collective cultures like China.  In this 
study, the authors mentioned Nevis's theory, also known as the Chinese’s Tower of 
Demand, which was developed based on the Maslow’s theory.  According to this theory, 
esteem needs were removed and the order of needs was been rearranged as follows: needs 
of social relations, basic biological needs, needs of safety, and needs of self-expression. 
In addition to the conclusions of this study and other studies, the authors also argued that 
Nevis developed the theory in 1983 while the social context in China and Vietnam was 
also changed.  Therefore, the authors decided to retain esteem needs and developed a 
theoretical framework of work motivation for the public sector in Vietnam.  Based on this 
analysis, a theoretical model was proposed to serve as a foundation for further research.  
Specifically, according to this model (Loc & Nghi, 2014), six factors were 
mentioned and each factor had its own component variables.  H1—Needs of social 
relations (SR) had six component variables: relationship with colleagues (SR1), 
relationship with leader (SR2), relationship with customers/patients (SR3), relationship 
with family (SR4), relationship with community (SR5), and support of leaders and 





variables: salary (BB1), increased income (including allowance, welfare benefits, etc.) 
from current employment (BB2), attention of leaders in the material life of employees 
(BB3), and working conditions and facilities at work (BB4).  H3—Needs of safety (S) 
had six component variables: work safety (S1), work pressure (S2), long-term stable 
work (S3), regime for employees on sick leave/maternity/family incident (S4), union 
protects legitimate rights of workers (S5), and safety of workplace environment (no 
air/water/noise pollution; S6).  H4—Esteem needs (E) had four component variables: 
Current position in the organization (E1), recognition of individual contributions (E2), 
encouragement of leaders for employees (E3), and respect of colleagues (E4).  H5—
Needs of self-expression (SE) had six component variables: Be proactive in work (SE1), 
learning opportunities (SE2), promotion opportunities (SE3), appropriate work which can 
promote professional expertise (SE4), clear job responsibilities (SE5), and work is 
interesting, challenging and has many social meanings (SE6).  H6—Demographics (D) 
had four component variables: Age group (D1), sex (D2), education (D3), and 
management level (D4). 
Among these six factors, Factor H6 played a role in testing differences in work 
motivation among different age groups, sex, education, and management levels.  The 
other factors such as H1, H2, H3, H4, and H5 could be tested experimentally and the plus 
sign expressed the expectation, meaning that if these elements were satisfied, the interest 
and desire to work for the organization of employees would be increased.  In conclusion, 
the researchers believed the theory model could be applied to studies related to work 





strong impact on desire to be devoted (Loc & Nghi, 2014).  However, in this study, the 
authors only generated hypotheses and have not yet tested them.  
Another study was also conducted to evaluate work motivation and some factors 
affecting the motivation of health staff at Vinh Long General Hospital located in 
Southern Vietnam (Hang, Thu, & Trinh, 2015).  This was a cross-sectional study 
conducted on a total of 320 health workers who agreed to participate in the study.  By 
using a questionnaire, Hang et al. (2015) assessed the satisfaction of health workers 
related to the following needs: basic material needs, needs of safety and incentives, needs 
of safety and encouragement, and needs of social interaction and capacity expression. 
After analyzing the data, the results showed that relationship with patients had the highest 
satisfaction level of 4.09 ± 0.74 and the lowest one was satisfaction with wages and 
income from work (2.84 ± 0.95 and 3.0 ± 0.93).  Additionally, the overall satisfaction 
level of all employees' work motivation factors was statistically significant between ages. 
For instance, the age of> 35 had the highest average satisfaction level of 57.63 ± 8.76 and 
gradually decreased with decreasing age (analysis of variance test, p = 0.019). 
Furthermore, employees with children had a higher satisfaction level and higher 
motivational factors than workers without children, which was a statistically significant 
difference (T-test, p = .039).  In addition, those who had had training for 12 months had a 
higher level of satisfaction with the motivational factors (T-test, p = 0.002).  Generally, 
the results showed the relationship with the patient had the highest level of satisfaction 
and the lowest one was salary or income from the job.  In addition, employees who had 
one of the factors such as high age, having children, working office hours, and being 





the factors to be considered for improvement were salary and income improvement for 
health workers (Hang et al., 2015). 
Summary 
Overall, many factors could play a role in motivating employees.  However, from 
the literature review, there were similarities between the motivational factors mentioned 
in Maslow's (1954) theory and the model of factors affecting the motivation of public 











Determining the factors affecting work motivation is necessary and would help 
managers develop strategies to improve the motivation of nurses.  Therefore, this study 
was conducted to investigate factors affecting nurses’ work motivation.  At the same 
time, the study also examined a correlation among factors that might affect work 
motivation such as demographic characteristics (age, gender, job position, work unit, and 
educational level).  To achieve the research goal, the study used a cross-sectional 
descriptive method. 
Regarding the instrument for data collection, the questionnaire from Duc’s (2011) 
research was used.  The model was validated and tested using a regression model.  Three 
groups of factors (X1, X2, and X3) were assessed through 16 questions.  Each question 
was set according to the form "In your case, how important is A for increasing your will 
to perform better at work?" where A is the motivational factor.  The answers were 
assessed on the importance of motivating factors for employees on a 5-point Likert scale: 
1= Not at all, 2 = A little bit; 3 = Moderately, 4 = Very, and 5 = Extremely.  The 
minimum score for each factor was 1 and the maximum score was 5.  The higher the 
score, the more important the factor.  Considering the reliability of the questionnaire in 
Duc’s research (Cronbach's alpha of each group of factors in the questionnaire), the 





Specifically, X1, which represented the basic need to survive, had a Cronbach’s alpha 
coefficient of 0.905.  X2, which demonstrated the need to ensure safety at work had a 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.787.  X3, which expressed the need for social 
communication and capacity expression, had a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.863. 
These Cronbach's alpha coefficients were for reference only related to previous use of the 
questionnaire.  The reliability of the questionnaire was determined for this study. 
Participants and Setting 
Research subjects included nursing staff working at Ho Chi Minh City University 
of Medicine and Pharmacy and were selected according to the following criteria.  
Inclusion criteria consisted of nurses contracted to work full-time at UMC and had passed 
the probationary period and nurses who agreed to participate in the study.  Elimination 
criteria included nurses contracted to work part-time at UMC who had not passed the 
probationary period, nurses who were being disciplined, and nurses who refused to 
participate in the study. 











n: Sample size; 
Z: Confidence level, α = 0,05  Z = 1,96; 
𝜎: Sample Standard Deviation. = 1,137; 
E: Margin of Error, E = 0.2. 
Based on the above formula, the sample size needed was 125.  Therefore, the 





method was used.  Specifically, the study selected 140 nurses from the Emergency 
Department and Intensive Care Unit (ED&ICU), Anesthesia Department (AD), Medical 
Departments (MD), Surgical Departments (SD), and Other Departments (OD).  Table 2 
presents the number of nurses selected in each group. 
 
Table 2 
Number of Nurses Selected from Each Department 
 
Departments N Calculation 
Number of 
selected nurses 
Emergency Department & Intensive Care Unit 189 (189/898) x 140 30 
Anesthesia Department 128 (128/898) x 140 20 
Medical Departments 189 (189/898) x 140 30 
Surgical Departments 212 (212/898) x 140 33 
Other Department 180 (180/898) x 140 27 
 
From each of the departments, nurses participating in research were selected 
according to a systematic random method.  For example, relying on the alphabetical list 
of full-time nurses who had passed the probationary period in the ED and ICU, the study 
selected 30 nursing staff and the distance between selected nurses was d <189/30 = 6, 
choose d = 2, meaning every two nursing staff would choose a research participant. 
Participants in the remaining departments was also selected similarly.  The questionnaire 
in the study was answered by the participants on paper.  Each study participant received a 






This study used a questionnaire that had been built according to factors affecting 
the motivation of employees in research by Duc (2011).  In the study, this researcher 
tested the reliability and validity, tested the regression model, and then assessed the 
factors through 16 questions.  Each question was assessed for satisfaction of motivational 
factors on a scale of 1-5.  The higher the score, the more important the factor.  Problems 
related to misunderstanding the questions due to language differences were eliminated 
since the questionnaire was developed in Vietnamese.  
Ethical Considerations 
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of 
Northern Colorado (see Appendix B).   Additionally, the hospital setting for the study 
approved the conduct of the research (see Appendix C).  The researcher explained the 
purpose and content of the study to potential participants on the designated units. After 
the explanation, if the participants agreed to participate in the study, they signed the 
consent form (see Appendix D).  All participants' information was kept confidential and 
only used for this study. 
Data Analysis 
Data entry and processing was done using SPSS software 18.0 and presented in 
frequencies, percentages (quantitative variable), and average value ± standard deviation 
(quantitative variable).  T-test and one-way analysis of variance test methods were used 
for data analysis.  In addition, Cronbach’s alpha was determined for the instrument. The p 












Determining the factors affecting work motivation helps managers develop 
solutions to improve the motivation of nurses.  Therefore, this study was conducted to 
investigate factors affecting the motivation of working nurses.  The study also examined 
the correlation among factors affecting work motivation with demographic characteristics 
such as age, gender, job position, and work unit. 
Results 
The study conducted a survey of 140 nursing staff at UMC.  Characteristics of the 
participants were described in detail in Table 3. 
Consistent with the composition of the nursing profession, females were the 
majority (91.4%).  As mentioned, the nurse force at UMC is young so the age group was 
25 to 35 (72.1%) and seniority level from 5 to 10 years accounted for the highest 
proportion in the sample (47.1%).  In terms of nursing qualification, college (55%) and 
bachelor's degrees accounted for nearly equal proportions (42.1%).  Finally, obviously, 








Demographic Characteristics  
 
Participant Characteristics n % 
Gender (Female) 128 91.4 
Age Group 
< 25 
25 – 35 













< 5 years 
5 – < 10 years 
10 – < 15 years 
15 – < 20 years 














Emergency Department & Intensive Care Unit 
Anesthesia Department  
Medical Departments  


























Position in Organization 











1Other Departments include outpatient departments 
2College requires 2 years training 






Means and standard deviations for motivational factors in Group X1: Basic Needs 
are presented in Table 4.  The importance level of salary factor and working conditions 
had the largest mean scores (4.6 ± 0.72 and 4.46 ± 0.65).  Next in importance was the 
relationship with colleagues and the attention of leaders in the material life of employees 
with mean scores of 4.26 ± 0.75 and 4.21 ± 0.89, respectively. 
 
Table 4 
Means and Standard Deviations of Motivational Factors in Group X1: Basic Needs 
 
Factors M SD 
Salary 4.46 0.72 
Increased Income 3.49 1.14 
Attention of leaders in the material life of employees 4.21 0.89 
Working conditions  4.46 0.65 
Relationship with colleagues 4.26 0.75 
Current position in the organization 3.74 0.95 
N = 140 
 
Means and standard deviations of motivational factors in Group X2: Needs for 
Safety and Encouragement are shown in Table 5.  Work safety had the highest level of 







Means and Standard Deviations of Motivational Factors in Group X2: Needs for Safety 
and Encouragement 
 
Factors M SD 
Work Safety 4.61 0.60 
Work Pressure 4.12 0.87 
Encouragement of leaders for employees 4.22 0.77 
N = 140 
 
Means and standard deviations of motivational factors in Group X3: Needs for 
Social Communication and Ability Performance are provided in Table 6.  In this group, 
appropriate work that could promote professional expertise was the most important factor 
with 4.27 ± 0.74.  Next was Be proactive in work and Learning opportunities, 








Means and Standard Deviations of Motivational Factors in Group X3: Needs for Social 
Communication and Ability Performance 
 
Factors M SD 
Relationship with leader 3.79 0.90 
Relationship with customers 3.79 1.02 
Recognition of individual contributions 3.97 0.81 
Be proactive in work 4.21 0.69 
Learning opportunities 4.11 0.72 
Promotion opportunities 3.71 0.95 




Table 7 shows the differences in the importance of motivational factors of Group 
X1: Basic Needs among the participants.  Using the analysis of variance test, the results 
showed the importance level of motivational factors belonging to Group X1 had 
statistically significant differences between employees with different qualifications (p = 
.024).  Specifically, the importance of the factors of Group X1 was highest (25.29 ± 3.22) 
for employees with a college degree, followed by bachelor’s and master’s (23.88 ± 3.12 
and 23.0 ± 2.83, respectively).  No statistically significant differences (p > .05) were 
found with other characteristics such as gender, age, seniority level, department, and 







Table 7   
 
Importance of Motivational Factors of Group X1 Among Characteristics of Participants 
Characteristic 
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< 5 years 
5 – < 10 years 
10 – < 15 years 
15 – < 20 years 
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Intensive Care Unit  
Anesthesia Department  
Medical Departments  
















































Bold indicates statistical significance  
 
 
Further analysis using analysis of variance indicated a statistically significant 
difference between the nursing group with a college degree and the nursing group with a 









































Bold indicates statistical difference. 
 
The results of the T-test and analysis of variance also showed no statistically 
significant difference between the importance of X2’s and X3’s factors among the 







Table 9   
Importance of Motivational Factors of Group X2 Among Characteristics of Participants 
 
Characteristic 
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10 – < 15 years 
15 – < 20 years 
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Importance of Motivational Factors of Group X3 Among Characteristics of Participants 
 
Characteristic 
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10 – < 15 years 
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Analysis of demographic data showed female nurses comprised the majority of 
participants (91.4%).  In addition, most of the nurses were aged 25 to 35 (72.1%) and had 
seniority from 5 to 10 years (47.1%).  In terms of nursing qualification, the percentage of 





(55% and 42.1%, respectively).  In term of quantitative findings, the three most important 
motivational factors in promoting the work of nurses at UMC were work safety (4.61 ± 
0.60), salary (4.46 ± 0.72), and working condition (4.46 ± 0.65).  Additionally, the study 
also found a statistically significant difference in motivational factors for Group XI: 
Basic Needs between the nursing group with a college degree and the nursing group with 











As mentioned, this study was conducted to investigate factors affecting nurses’ 
work motivation and examined the correlation between factors that might affect work 
motivation such as demographic characteristics (age, gender, job position, work unit, and 
educational level).  After discussion of the analysis, the results are compared with other 
studies.  The relationship of the study to the theoretical framework as well as limitations 
and implications for practice, education and further research are presented. 
Discussion 
In general for the nurses at UMC, the most important motivational factors 
included work safety (4.61 ± 0.60), salary (4.46 ± 0.72), and working condition (4.46 ± 
0.65).  In addition, some other motivational factors also had a high level of importance 
that need to be noted: Appropriate work which can promote professional expertise (4.27 
± 0.74), relationship with colleagues (4.26 ± 0.75), attention of leaders in the material life 
of employees (4.21 ± 0.89), be proactive in work (4.21 ± 0.69), and learning 
opportunities (4.11 ± 0.72).  
There were some differences in the current study results from those of Lambrou et 
al. (2010) that was conducted to assess factors affecting the motivation of medical staff at 
Nicosia Hospital in Cyprus.  First, in terms of method, Lambrou et al.'s research used a 





one used in this study was based on Maslow's theory only.  Second, the subjects in 
Cyprus were various types of health workers while the participants in this study were 
exclusively nurses.  Finally, the results of Lambrou et al.’s study showed the impact level 
of motivational factors was different from the current study in that the highest rankings 
were for achievements and followed by remuneration, co-workers, and job attributes.  
The current study reported highest scores for work safety (4.61 ± 0.60), salary (4.46 ± 
0.72), and working condition (4.46 ± 0.65).  These differences might be due to 
differences in the questionnaire, the subject, and the place. 
On the other hand, when comparing the research results with the results of studies 
conducted in Vietnam using the same questionnaire, there were similarities in the 
research results.  Specifically, Duc’s study (2011) found primary motivational factors 
were salary, working conditions, relationship with colleagues, and work safety.  In 2015, 
Hang et al. conducted a study similar to the current study to assess the factors affecting 
the motivation of medical staff in Vinh Long General Hospital.  The authors suggested 
managers should pay attention to motivational factors such as salary, work pressure, 
suitable work arrangement, and safe working environment (Hang et al., 2015).  The 
results between the studies differed slightly in order of precedence of motivational 
factors.  This might be due to participants in different fields (economic and health) or 
hospitals with different classifications (UMC is a central hospital and Vinh Long General 
Hospital is a provincial hospital).  
Discussing the correlation between motivational factors and demographic 
characteristics, Lambrou et al. (2010) concluded there was a statistically significant 





Similarly, Hang et al. (2015) noted characteristics of study participants such as age, 
parenting status, and training were correlated with motivation; however, Hang et al. only 
demonstrated a correlation between motivational factors and qualification characteristics 
while the remaining characteristics demonstrated no statistically significant differences. 
Specifically, for nurses who have a college degree, the importance of motivational factors 
in Group X1: Basic Needs was higher than for those with a bachelor's degree.  According 
to the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Home Affairs (2015), college nurses have a 
lower salary coefficient than other nurses so they might feel that salary is more important. 
Additionally, the fact that they had lower qualifications than others might have made 
them less self-sufficient in their work, leading to an effect on relationships with peers.  
On the other hand, qualifications could limit them to work in several positions within the 
organization. All of these could make them feel the motivational factors in this category 
were more important to them. 
Relationship to Theoretical Framework 
When comparing Maslow’s (1954) theory with the results of the study, all three 
factors—occupational safety (4.61 ± 0, 60), salary (4.46 ± 0.72), and working condition 
(4.46 ± 0.65)—having the highest importance scores were all factors that satisfied safety 
needs.  Meanwhile, other factors with high scores—appropriate work which promote 
professional expertise (4.27 ± 0.74), relationship with colleagues (4.26 ± 0.75), and 
attention of leaders in material life of employees (4.21 ± 0.89)—belonged to social needs. 
Finally, relatively important factors such as be proactive in work (4.21 ± 0.69) and 
learning opportunities (4.11 ± 0.72) belonged to the aspects of the higher order needs.   





for work satisfaction using Maslow’s theory.  Therefore, the findings of the study 
supported the appropriateness of the theoretical framework. 
Limitations 
The first limitation of the study was the reliability of each group of factors (X1, 
X2, and X3) in this study was relatively low.  However, the overall reliability of the 
questionnaire was quite high (0.858) so it could still be applied to the research.  A further 
limitation of the study is the questionnaire had been previously used for understanding 
employee’s motivation in the field of economics and only has been applied in a few 
studies of medical staff.  To test the suitability of this questionnaire in understanding the 
motivation of health workers, more research is needed in the future. 
Implications for Practice, Education,  
and Further Research 
Implications of the study for practice include several areas.  For instance, 
referring to work safety, managers need to include specific plans to maintain safety at 
work such as developing processes and regulations to avoid errors, ensuring quality of 
facilities and equipment, and assuring security in the work place.  In addition, managers 
need to build a culture of safety that encompasses the following key features: acceptance 
of the high-risk nature of health-related activities, determination to achieve consistency in 
safety activities, blame-free environment where medical staffs are able to report errors or 
near misses without fear of discipline, collaboration across ranks to find solutions to 
issues related to the safety of patients and health workers, and securing resources to 
address safety concerns (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2019).  Regarding 
the area of salary, managers need to have appropriate salary and remuneration policies.  





pursue additional degrees.  With further education, managers would have the basis to 
raise a nurse’s salary level.  Moreover, managers also need to pay attention to arranging 
personnel in a position suitable to their capacity, organizing extracurricular activities to 
increase solidarity, demonstrating concern about the material life of staff, and creating 
opportunities for employees to actively work and study.  In terms of further research, the 
questionnaire could be used in other settings in Vietnam to explore work motivation of 
different populations of nurses and compare findings across settings. 
Conclusion 
The findings of this study provided an important basis for managers to devise 
appropriate personnel strategies.  However, subjects of this study were limited to nurses. 
To provide incentives for staff throughout the hospital, additional research studies should 
be conducted on other healthcare workers.  In addition, the questionnaire used in this 
study has not been widely used to understand employee motivation in the medical field. 
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The Motivation Questionnaire (Duc, 2011) 
The answer will be on a scale of 1 to 5, in which 1 correspondence to "Not at all", 2 to "A 
little bit", 3 to "Moderately", 4 to "Very" and 5 to "Extremely”. Please select the point 
that best suits your individual. 
A. Question Rating 
 1 2 3 4 5 
A1. In your case, how important is Salary for increasing your 
will to perform better at work? 
     
A2. In your case, how important is Increased Income for 
increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A3. In your case, how important is Attention of leaders in the 
material life of employees for increasing your will to perform 
better at work? 
     
A4. In your case, how important is Working conditions for 
increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A5. In your case, how important is Relationship with colleagues 
for increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A6. In your case, how important is Current position in the 
organization for increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A7. In your case, how important is Work Safety for increasing 
your will to perform better at work? 
     
A8. In your case, how important is Work Pressure for 
increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A9. In your case, how important is Encouragement of leaders 
for employees for increasing your will to perform better at 
work?  
     
A10. In your case, how important is Relationship with leader 
for increasing your will to perform better at work? 
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A11. In your case, how important is Relationship with 
customers/patients for increasing your will to perform better at 
work? 
     
A12. In your case, how important is Recognition of individual 
contributions for increasing your will to perform better at 
work? 
     
A13. In your case, how important is Be proactive in work for 
increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A14. In your case, how important is Learning opportunities for 
increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A15. In your case, how important is Promotion opportunities 
for increasing your will to perform better at work? 
     
A16. In your case, how important is Appropriate work for 
increasing your will to perform better at work? 




B. General Information 
B1. Gender 






1. ED&ICU 2. AD 3. MD 4. SD 5. 
OD 
B5. Qualification 
1. College 2. Bachelor 3. Master 
B6. Position in Organization 
1. Head Nurse/ Chief Nurse 2. Charge Nurse 3. Staff Nurse 
 





Research Instrument (Vietnamese version) 
Câu trả lời sẽ theo thang điểm từ 1 đến 5, trong đó 1 tương ứng với "Hoàn toàn không  
quan trọng", 2 tương ứng với "Quan trọng một chút", 3 tương ứng với "Quan trọng", 4 
tương ứng với "Rất quan trọng" và 5 tương ứng với "Chắc chắn rất quan trọng". Chọn 
điểm phù hợp nhất với cá nhân bạn 
B. Câu hỏi 
Thang điểm 
1 2 3 4 5 
A1. Đối với bạn, Tiền lương có mức độ quan trọng như thế nào 
trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
     
A2. Đối với bạn, Thu nhập khác từ công việc mang lại có mức 
độ quan trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành 
tốt công việc? 
     
A3. Đối với bạn, Sự quan tâm của cấp trên đến đời sống vật 
chất của nhân viên có mức độ quan trọng như thế nào trong 
việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
     
A4. Đối với bạn, Môi trường làm việc có mức độ quan trọng 
như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
     
A5. Đối với bạn, Mối quan hệ với đồng nghiệp có mức độ quan 
trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công 
việc? 
     
A6. Đối với bạn, Vị trí công việc có mức độ quan trọng như thế 
nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
     
A7. Đối với bạn, Môi trường làm việc an toàn có mức độ quan 
trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công 
việc? 
     
A8. Đối với bạn, Áp lực câu việc có mức độ quan trọng như thế 
nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
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B. Câu hỏi 
Thang điểm 
1 2 3 4 5 
A9. Đối với bạn, Sự động viên/ khuyến khích của cấp trên có 
mức độ quan trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn 
thành tốt công việc? 
     
A10. Đối với bạn, Mối quan hệ với cấp trên có mức độ quan 
trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công 
việc? 
     
A11. Đối với bạn, Mối quan hệ với khách hàng/người bệnh có 
mức độ quan trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn 
thành tốt công việc? 
     
A12. Đối với bạn, Sự ghi nhận những đóng góp cá nhân có 
mức độ quan trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn 
thành tốt công việc? 
     
A13. Đối với bạn, Sự tự chủ trong công việc có mức độ quan 
trọng như thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công 
việc? 
     
A14. Đối với bạn, Cơ hội học tập có mức độ quan trọng như 
thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
     
A15. Đối với bạn, Cơ hội thăng tiến có mức độ quan trọng như 
thế nào trong việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
     
A16. Đối với bạn, Công việc phù hợp và có điều kiện phát huy 
khả năng chuyên môn có mức độ quan trọng như thế nào trong 
việc thúc đẩy bạn hoàn thành tốt công việc? 
     
B. Thông tin cá nhân 
B1. Giới tính 
1. Nam 2. Nữ 
B2. Năm sinh:
 .................................................................... 




B. Câu hỏi 
Thang điểm 
1 2 3 4 5 
B4. Đơn vị đang công tác thuộc khối: 
2. Cấp cứu & HSTC 2. GMHS 3. Nội 4. Ngoại 5. 
Cận lâm sàng 
B5. Bằng cấp 
2. Cao đẳng/Trung học 2. Cử nhân 3. Thạc sĩ/ 
Chuyên khoa I 
B6. Vị trí công việc 
2. Điều dưỡng Trưởng 2. Điều dưỡng Trưởng phiên 3. Điều dưỡng 
viên 
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Institutional Review Board 
 
CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH 
 
Project Title: Investigate factors affecting the work motivation of nurses working at University 
Medical Center 
Student Researcher: Quynh Nguyen Duc Nguyet 
Research Advisor: Jeanette McNeill DrPh, RN, School of Nursing  
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to investigate factors affecting the work motivation of 
nurses working at UMC 
 
Objective: This project plans to  
− Investigate factors affecting the work motivation of nurses working at UMC; 
− Examine the correlation between factors that may affect work motivation such as demographic 
characteristics (age, gender, job position, work unit, educatinal level, etc). 
−  
All responses will be kept confidential and anonymous.  All questionnaires will be scanned into a 
password protected computer and then “shredded” (permanently destroyed). All study data and 
information will then be kept on a thumb drive in a locked drawer in a locked cabinet. There are 
no anticipated risks by participation in this survey. If you agree to participate in the study, you will 
be asked to complete a survey that includes 22 questions. The estimated time to complete this 
survey is about 15 minutes. If you complete the survey, it will be assumed that you have 
communicated consent for your participation. You may keep this form for future reference.  
Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study and if you begin 
participation you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be respected 
and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.  
 
A copy of this form will be given to you to retain for future reference. If you have any concerns 
about the research or your selection as a research participant, please contact the Office of Research, 
Kepner Hall, University of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910. 
Please give the completed questionnaire to the researcher who gave you the form. 
 
Committee Contact information:  
Student Researcher: Quynh Nguyen Duc Nguyet – MSN Student 
Email: nguy8390@bears.unco.edu or quynh.ndn@umc.edu.vn 
Phone: (84 8)77 853 7125 
 








Institutional Review Board 
 
BẢN ĐỒNG Ý DÀNH CHO NGƯỜI THAM GIA NGHIÊN CỨU 
 
Tên đề tài: Khảo sát các yếu tố ảnh hưởng đến động lực làm việc của điều dưỡng 
Nghiên cứu sinh: Nguyễn Đức Nguyệt Quỳnh 
Giảng viên hướng dẫn: Jeanett McNeill, Tiến sĩ Điều dưỡng, Đại học Northern Colorado  
Mục đích: Nghiên cứu này được thực hiện nhằm khảo sát các yếu tố ảnh hưởng đến động lực làm 
việc của điều dưỡng. 
Mục tiêu:  
− Khảo sát các yếu tố ảnh hưởng đến động lực làm việc của điều dưỡng tại Bệnh viện Đại học Y 
Dược TPHCM; 
− Khảo sát mối tương quan giữa các yếu tố ảnh hưởng động lực làm việc với các đặc điểm nhân 
khẩu học như: tuổi tác, giới tính, vị trí công việc, đơn vị công tác. 
−  
Tất cả các phản hồi sẽ được giữ bí mật và ẩn danh. Tất cả các câu hỏi sẽ được nhập liệu vào một 
máy tính và được bảo vệ bằng mật khẩu. Tất cả dữ liệu và thông tin nghiên cứu sau đó sẽ được 
lưu giữ trong một tủ khóa. Các rủi ro khi bạn tham gia nghiên cứu này được hạn chế đến mức tối 
thiểu. Nếu bạn đồng ý tham gia nghiên cứu, bạn sẽ được yêu cầu hoàn thành một cuộc khảo sát 
bao gồm 22 câu hỏi. Thời gian ước tính để hoàn thành khảo sát này là khoảng 15 phút. Nếu bạn 
hoàn thành khảo sát, sẽ có giả định rằng bạn đã truyền đạt sự đồng ý cho sự tham gia của bạn. 
Bạn có thể giữ mẫu này để tham khảo trong tương lai. 
 
Sự tham gia là tự nguyện. Bạn có thể quyết định không tham gia vào nghiên cứu này và nếu bạn 
bắt đầu tham gia, bạn vẫn có thể quyết định dừng và rời đi bất cứ lúc nào. Quyết định của bạn sẽ 
được tôn trọng và sẽ không dẫn đến việc mất các lợi ích mà bạn được hưởng. 
 
Nếu bạn có bất kỳ lo ngại nào về nghiên cứu hoặc lựa chọn của bạn với tư cách của một người 
tham gia nghiên cứu, vui lòng liên hệ với Văn phòng Nghiên cứu, Kepner Hall, Đại học Bắc 
Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910. 
Xin vui lòng cung cấp các câu hỏi hoàn thành cho các nhà nghiên cứu đã cho bạn mẫu. 
 
Thông tin liên lạc của hội đồng:  
Nghiên cứu sinh: Nguyễn Đức Nguyệt Quỳnh, Sinh viên lớp Thạc sĩ Điều dưỡng 
Email: nguy8390@bears.unco.edu , quynh.ndn@umc.edu.vn 
Điện thoại: (84 8) 77 853 7125 
 
Cố vấn nghiên cứu: Jeanett McNeill, Tiến sĩ Điều dưỡng, Đại học Northern Colorado 
Email: jeanett.mcneill@unco.edu 
Điện thoại: 970-351-1704 
 
